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INTRO

Yandex Metrica offers a great deal of data to pull metrics from: audience and content analysis, traffic sources, 
eCommerce and general website performance monitoring. But how do you get to insights? It’s easy to get lost in 
the world of Yandex metrics, so put them in the context of practical questions you should ask daily.

Dive in!



QUESTION 1

Can I track my website popularity over time?

Performance is normally measured in sessions and unique user counts. This is the overall helicopter view you 
should get on your website. Use information on your audience and individual page performance to wisely invest 
your time and resources into different marketing channels. 

OVERVIEW - Sessions, users and new user counts over time

SESSIONS - Total number of your website visits over time
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UNIQUE USERS - Unique visitors to your site tracked over time

NEW USERS - New users of your site

PAGE SESSIONS - Number of visits to your site tracked over time
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QUESTION 2

Who visits my website? Do visitors find my content relevant?

Combine the following metrics with a detailed breakdown by number of SESSIONS, BOUNCE RATE and TIME ON 
SITE. You will understand how well your content resonates with different audiences and will help you build a smart 
content strategy. 

AGE - Visitors age by sessions

GENDER - Visitors gender by sessions

DEVICES - Visitor  devices (PC, mobile, tablet) by sessions

VISITORS BY REGION - Sessions by countries and regions
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BROWSERS - Visitor browsers by sessions
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QUESTION 2

Who visits my website? Do visitors find my content relevant?

Make sure you revisit performance metrics to make sure the relevance of your content and product/service stays 
high.

PERFORMANCE BY AGE - Website performance by age 
groups

DEVICE PERFORMANCE - Website performance by device 
group (PC, mobile, tablet)

BROWSER PERFORMANCE - Website performance by 
browser
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PERFORMANCE BY GENDER - Website performance by 
gender 
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QUESTION 3

Is my website content getting better? Is it relevant to my visitors?

TIME ON SITE, BOUNCE and EXIT RATE are all quality checks for your content. Look at any drops or spikes and 
quickly identify their cause: look at your content strategy and also any changes in TRAFFIC SOURCES.

TOP PAGES - Top pages ranking by unique users
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LANDING PAGES - Landing pages ranked by sessions

EXIT PAGES - Exit page performance (top exit pages with 
sessions, unique user counts and bounce rate details per page)

PAGE DEPTH - Number of pages viewed by users during visit
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QUESTION 3

Is my website content getting better? Is it relevant to my visitors?

TIME ON SITE, BOUNCE and EXIT RATE are all quality checks for your content. Look at any drops or spikes and 
quickly identify their cause: look at your content strategy and also any changes in TRAFFIC SOURCES.

LANDING PERFORMANCE - Landing page performance (top 
landing pages with sessions, unique user counts and bounce 
rate details per page)
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TIME ON SITE - Average time spent on site tracked over time

BOUNCE RATE - Percentage of sessions during which at least 
one page view lasting less than 15 seconds took place
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QUESTION 4

Where does my website traffic come from?

Analyze your TRAFFIC SOURCES over time and use insights to understand what drives your traffic and where to 
focus your efforts to maximise it. 

SE PERFORMANCE - Search engine performance (Sessions, Users, 
Time on Site, Bounce Rate)

SOCIAL PERFORMANCE - Social Network  that lead to your 
website

PPC PERFORMANCE- Source mediums that lead to your side 
ranked by sessions
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KEYWORDS PERFORMANCE - Search keywords that lead to your 
site ranked by sessions

UTM PERFORMANCE - UTM tags that lead to your website
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QUESTION 4

Where does my website traffic come from?

Identify audience which engages with your content, paying customers or clients with relevant interests and rank 
your sources accordingly. Focus your efforts on sources with the highest value.

SOURCES RANKING - Traffic sources ranked by sessions

SITES - Source sites performance

SOCIAL RANKING - Social Networks that lead to your site by sessions
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SEARCH ENGINES - Search engines traffic ranked by sessions

UTM TAGS - UTM tags that lead to your site ranked by sessions

KEYWORDS - Keywords that lead to your site ranked by sessions

 PPC SYSTEMS - Ad systems traffic ranked by session count
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QUESTION 5

Does my website fulfil its objectives?

If your website is not achieving its goals, there’s almost no point in having one. A goal represents a completed 
activity or CONVERSIONS such as making a purchase (for an eCommerce website) or submitting a contact 
information form (for a marketing or lead generation site) and so on.

CONVERSIONS - Goal completions ranking tracked over time

CONVERSION RATE -  Goal completion rate tracked over time
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QUESTION 6 

Can I track my eCommerce in real-time? What is selling? 

         

ORDERS - Your Orders Performance overview: Number 
of purchases, Number of users who bought items, 
Revenue, Average Revenue per session, Average 
Revenue from purchase

SESSIONS -  Total number of website visits

NUMBER OF USERS WHO BOUGHT-  Number of users 
who bought at least one item over the sum total of all 
sessions
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REVENUE -  Total revenue from all sessions
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QUESTION 6 

Can I track my eCommerce in real-time? What is selling? 

         

ITEMS ORDERED - Ordered items metrics: 

SESSIONS -  Total number of website visits

NUMBER OF USERS WHO BOUGHT-  Number of users 
who bought at least one item over the sum total of all 
sessions
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PURCHASED ITEMS -  Number of items purchased in 
total for all sessions

COST OF PURCHASED ITEMS -  Cost of all items 
purchases, total for all sessions
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QUESTION 6 

Can I track my eCommerce in real-time? What is selling? 

         

POPULAR ITEMS - Popular items metrics: 

SESSIONS -  Total number of website visits

USERS SHOW HAVE VIEWED ITEM-  Number of users 
who viewed  the product information for at least one item
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ITEM VIEWS -  The total number of product information 
page views across all sessions

ITEMS ADDED TO BASKET - Number of items added to 
basket, total for all sessions

PURCHASED ITEMS - Number of items purchased 
across all sessions
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Number and complexity of metrics in Yandex Metrica can be overwhelming. Instead of jumping into complex stuff, 
start from practical questions and metrics that are easy to follow and readily available.

Remember, this is your data. Get smarter now by using data you already own. These selected metrics have been 
prepared for you by OCTOBOARD. Go ahead, it will take seconds to set up. It is FREE. Simply tap the link in our 
description.

CONCLUSION
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Set up OCTOBOARD for FREE and have access to all the 
Yandex Metrica data you need in real-time!

Your Business Performance Dashboard is only a click away.
OCTOBOARD.COM
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